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TEDxYouth@TWSDubai2022 

Meet our 6 TEDx Finalists 



 

  

TWS gears up to host the much-awaited event TEDxYouth 

@TWS 2022- The Next Big Thing 

 

For the past many years, TWS has witnessed, sparked and inspired 

many conversations around diverse themes like - “Passion” to 

“Overcoming Challenges” to “Inspiring Awe”, but this year is special as 

six students gear up to present their original ideas on the 3rd February, 

2022 on the theme – “The Next Big Thing”. 

The TEDx organising team, consisting of nine members of the student 
body, are busy making preparations to host the talk on the 3rd of 
February 2022, at the TWS Multiplus!  
 

We are all looking forward to witness the return of the sixth edition of 

TEDx 2022, especially this year, as this will be our first face-to-face event 

after the pandemic. We hope that you will all join in to make this a huge 

success and we promise to return year after year, with a bigger platform 

and more innovative ideas that will transform the world! 

MEET THE ORGANISERS 

Anvita Zutshi 
Organiser 

Karishma Vasave 
Co- Organiser 

 

Laiba Imtiaz 
President 

Jeremy Weersuriya 
Vice President 

Aryan Jain 
Communications Director 

Nurah Bint 
Website Designer 

Zahra Ali 
Designer 

Aaminah Patel 
Curator 

Areesha Imtiaz 
Mentor 



  

Connecting Minds Project is the Australian Government 

funded program to provide this exceptional opportunity 

to a group of girls (5-7) from High School/ Middle School 

to collaborate and work on a STEM project along with a 

similar school group from Australia. 

This opportunity is offered to only a few hand-picked 

schools who we believe have the potential and capability 

to represent the nation.  

The team of girls will present their STEM solution at the 

Australian Pavilion at Expo 2020 in January 2022. 

This is an opportunity specifically for girls in UAE for 

promoting STEM education. 

 

Connecting Minds: STEM Challenge 



 
 

DUBAI SHOPPING FESTIVAL ART COMPETITION 

 

MEET OUR 6  

WINNERS! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

The Art students from Yrs. 9-12 displayed their 

awareness of the topic through paintings on canvas 

using acrylics as a medium. Research and 

exploration gave them comprehensive insights into 

the concept resulting in 6 out of 8 students being 

declared as winners. 

 

 

CELIA MANEIA – 12 D 

IMAN QURESHI – 11 G1 
CARYLLE MIKAELAH - 11 G1 

 



 

 

  

 

 

MARYAM AZMY BEIDER – 11 G1 

I wanted to show the idea of my vision of the 

world in the present and how the world would 

be if we continue to pursue sustainability. I 

would like to thank my teacher for providing 

us with the materials and giving me all the 

necessary support and motivation.  

 

JEREMY WEERASURIYA - 12 E 

In this piece, I have tried to capture the state of mind 

that we humans would be in once we are finally acting 

sustainably. Hence, the dove and the olive branch 

represent peace flying over a human to show how 

humans will be at peace of mind. My painting is an 

amalgamation of realism, abstract, to surrealism. Both 

clocks show two different times in life, one when we 

do not act sustainably, the time is set as 11:59 to show 

that we still can transmute the world in a minute or 

we still do have a minute left, and one where we act 

sustainably, the time is set at 12:01 as it shows what 

the one-minute change could possibly be. 

CHAITANYA JAIKISHAN – 9 G5 

My painting describes the future of UAE as being powered 

by solar energy. The sand can store heat for massive 

amounts of time, and I also believe that the future lies in 

the hands of smart minds, as depicted by the lightbulb 

which symbolizes bright ideas, but is also connected to the 

sand solar panels, showing that all these great monuments 

and structures can be powered sustainably and in an 

ecofriendly manner so the generations to come can live 

among this great country with no fears and only dreams.  



  

 

     

 

 

 

PARENTS’ FEEDBACK 

Dear Ms. Rukhsana,  

Good morning. 

We greatly acknowledge the school's effort and support in allowing my ward Carylle Mikaleah Iradiel to take part 

in arts event. The experience outside the school does enhance Carylle's artistic capabilities and build confidence in 

self-expressions. Sharing her talents and technical skills along with other artists / participants brings out a 

community solidarity.   This beautiful platform did support our children's aspirations gained positive insights and 

felt the sense of belongingness in the community. 

A special thanks to you for your constant guidance and feedback, as she was able to come up with a brilliant idea 

for her art piece. 

Hoping the school will continue to support her future endeavors.  

Cheers to Westminster Team!!! 

Thank you.  

Christian A. Iradiel 

 

As a parent, I feel so happy and blessed that my daughter participated in the competition organized by DSF Dubai 

Tourism. I express my gratitude to Ms. Rukhsana for guiding, encouraging and inspiring her for the same. 

Thanks and regards, 

Pratibha Jaikishan 

Parent of Chaitanya 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


